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Abstract:
Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses are now in short supply. Because of IPv6's strong features
and limitations, many Internet Service Providers (ISPs), researchers, and end users are transitioning
from IPv4 to IPv6. For ordinary users, many tunnelling strategies have been used to move to IPv6.
These strategies, on the other hand, produce a slew of challenges, including compatibility, complexity,
connectivity, and traffic. Because devices do not support IPv6 addresses directly, they are unable to
connect with each other due to the distinct header structure and incompatibility of IPv4 and IPv6. The
network's performance is also being harmed as a result of the massive increase in data transmission
volume. In this study, we suggest merging two tunnelling approaches, IPv6 Rapid Deployment (6RD)
and Teredo, to give complete IPv6 connectivity while also improving network performance. Jumbo
frames are used to carry large amounts of data to boost network throughput. The primary goal of
combining the two methodologies is to create a hybrid network rendering that supports full IPv6
connectivity. Not only does the suggested solution support IPv6, but it also improves network
performance. According to simulation results, throughput and packet delivery ratio increase by 9000
bytes and 98 percent, respectively.
Keywords: IPv4, IPv6, Virtual Private Cloud, security, migration
1. Introduction
In the early 1990s, it was identified that IPv4 address space would not be sufficient by 2000. The IPv4
had exhausted in the year 2011 in IANA. This exhaustion has demanded more address spaces which
implies the any other solution to handle the situation. Several temporary solutions had evolved along
with the demand of new address space for the future use of IP in the Internet world. Some temporary
solutions were offered to deal with the shortage of address space, such as NAT (Network Address
Translator) or CIDR (Classless Inter Domain Routing) besides with the start of development of new
enhanced IP protocol work. A new IPv6 has been designed and enhanced in many ways. The number
of bits in the address space is increased from 32 to 128. The flow label field of IPv6 supports payload
identification to QoS handling. The IPv6 has extension headers instead of option filed as in the IPv4.
This extension header can increase the size of the packets. The DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol) is used for IPv6 configuration and hence there is no manual configuration is required. The
expansion of Internet usage in the recent decades causes the shortage of IPv4 address space. This matter
will threaten the continuation of an internet service that working on IPv4. Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) has begun in 1994, designed and developed an enhanced size of address space namely
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). The IPv6 is a new protocol to replace IPv4 over the coming years.
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The new protocol is designed to support the growing use of the Internet, and the address security
problems. IPv6 uses a 128-bit address size and will allow for 3.4x1038 distinguish addresses, which are
enough to cover any number of Internet connecting devices.
In the recent decades, the IoT demands large number of IP address in the new inter world. As IoT
devices are required to connecting to the Internet, each IoT required a IP for their communication with
the rest of the world. As the available Pv4 address is very limited, they migrating into IPv6 gradually.
But this migration required another decade of time to use IPv6 only networks. The deficiency of IPv4
space headed to deploy IPv6 address space. This deployment may take a decade of time. The Coexistence of IPv4 and IPv6 is unavoidable; hence the transition mechanisms are the dire need of the
Internet world. The carried research work provides a solution for the of co-existence of IPv4 and IPv6.
The IPv6 yielded the deployment challenges in IPv4-based infrastructures. The replacement of IPv4based infrastructure with IPv6 is costly and impractical for the small size organizations. The IETF IPng
Transition Working Group has proposed many transition strategies to deploy IPv6 into existing
networks successfully. The encapsulation strategy is employed in transition mechanisms as the IPv6
encapsulate into IPv4 packets. The transition strategy is an idea of using IPv6 over the IPv4.
2. Internet Protocol Version 4
IPv6 provides agencies with significant benefits by allowing them to improve operational efficiencies
and public services. Many of these advantages will not be fully appreciated until IPv6 usage is more
widespread. The following are some of the advantages of IPv6:
• Addressing and Routing: IPv6's tremendously broad address space enables global connectivity
to a greater number of electronic devices, including smartphones, laptops, in-vehicle
computers, televisions, cameras, building sensors, medical devices, and so on.
• Security: IPv6 security is provided via IPsec, which offers authentication, encryption, and
integrity protection at the network layer when enabled and configured with the proper key
infrastructure.
• IPv6 Address Auto-Configuration: IPv6 address auto-configuration allows basic devices to
gain out-of-the-box plug-and-play network access, which is critical for self-organizing
networks.
• Mobile Device Support: IPv6-enabled applications can take advantage of seamless mobility.
Mobile IPv6 provides the mobility by allowing devices to roam across multiple networks
without losing network access.
• Interagency Communication Tools that are Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Collaboration: Media-streaming
apps will benefit from true end-to-end connectivity offered by the IPv6 address space and the
absence of network address translation (NAT).
This will make it simple to send timely video feeds and high-quality information to millions of people.
IPv6 enables an integrated, well-architected platform with all of the above advantages as well as
headroom for future development and enhancement.
3. IPv6 termination for HTTP(S), SSL Proxy, and TCP Proxy Load Balancing
Your users' IPv6 connections are accepted by the load balancer, which then proxies them to your
backends. For the following, you can configure both IPv4 and IPv6 external addresses:
• SSL proxy load balancers • TCP proxy load balancers • external HTTP(S) load balancers
• Load balancing for IPv6 on a global scale (click to enlarge)
• IPv6 termination allows you to handle IPv6 requests from your users and forward them to your
backends via IPv4. You can perform the following with IPv6:
• For multi-region deployment, use a single anycast IPv6 address. For application instances
running across several regions, you simply require one load balancer IPv6 address. This implies
your DNS server only has one AAAA record and you won't have to load balance between
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numerous IPv6 addresses. Clients do not have to cache AAAA entries because there is just one
address to cache. User queries for the IPv6 address are load balanced to the nearest healthy
backend with available capacity.
• Load balance IPv6 client traffic via HTTP, HTTPS, HTTP/2, TCP, and SSL/TLS.
• With a single IPv6 load balancer address, you can overflow across regions. The global load
balancer automatically routes requests from users to the next nearest area with available
resources if backends in one region are out of resources or unhealthy. When the nearest region
has available resources, global load balancing switches back to this region to serve. The
Premium Tier of Network Service Tiers is required for global load balancing.
• Use a dual stack. Create two load balancer IP resources—one for IPv6 and the other for IPv4—
and associate them with the same IPv4 application instances to serve both IPv6 and IPv4 clients.
Clients connecting to IPv4 addresses connect to IPv4 addresses, while IPv6 clients connect to
IPv6 addresses. These clients are then immediately load balanced to the nearest available
healthy backends. We don't charge for IPv6 forwarding rules, therefore you only have to pay
for IPv4 ones.
Using the same backends for IPv4 and IPv6 traffic
As demonstrated in the following figure, configuring IPv6 termination for your load balancers allows
your backends to appear as IPv6 apps to your IPv6 clients.
Termination of IPv6 for load balancing (click to enlarge)
When a user uses IPv6 to connect to the load balancer, the following happens:
1. Your load balancer waits for user connections using its IPv6 address and forwarding rule.
2. An IPv6 client establishes an IPv6 connection with the load balancer.
3. The load balancer serves as a reverse proxy, terminating IPv6 client connections. It sends the
request to a backend using an IPv4 connection.
4. On the return path, the load balancer gets the IPv4 response from the backend and forwards it
to the original client through an IPv6 connection.
Allocation of IPv6 addresses for load balancer forwarding rules
When you set up an external load balancer, you provide it one or more global forwarding rules, each
with a publicly routed IPv4 or IPv6 IP address (or both). This IP address can be used in your site's DNS
records.
When creating a forwarding rule, you have the option of using a static IP address designated for your
project or having the forwarding rule acquire an ephemeral IP address automatically. Your project is
assigned a static IP address, which you can keep until you decide to release it. For as long as the
forwarding rule persists, an ephemeral address is part of it. The ephemeral address is released back into
the Google Cloud pool if you delete the forwarding rule.
If your load balancer requires both an IPv4 and an IPv6 address, you can set two forwarding rules,
assigning an IPv4 address to one and an IPv6 address to the other. After that, you can link both rules to
the same load balancer.
Format for IPv6 addresses
IPv6 forwarding rules on Google Cloud are assigned a /64 IPv6 address range. The load balancer
permits traffic from IPv6 addresses with the least significant 64 bits set to 0, yet the gcloud commandline tool lists IPv6 addresses with the least significant 64 bits set to 0. As a result, depending on which
IPv6 server IP address the client connects to, various load balancer IPv6 addresses in the allocated range
may appear in X-Forwarded-For headers.
HTTP(S) Load Balancing client IP header with IPv6 termination
The original source IP address is substituted with the load balancer's IP address when the load balancer
proxies the IPv6 connection from the client to an IPv4 connection to your backend. Backends, on the
other hand, frequently require knowledge of the original source IP address for logging, decision5591
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making, and other purposes. The original IPv6 client IP address is included in an HTTP header that is
propagated to the backends by Google Cloud.
IPv6 HTTP headers are comparable to IPv4 headers. The following is the format for requests:
• X-Forwarded-For: CLIENT IP ADDRESS, GLOBAL FORWARDING RULE EXTERNAL IP
ADDRESSES X-Forwarded-For: CLIENT IP ADDRESS, GLOBAL FORWARDING RULE
EXTERNAL IP ADDRESSES X-Forwarded-For:
The IP address of the load balancer is displayed in the final element. The client IP address as seen by
the load balancer is shown in the second to final element. There could be other components in the mix.
When the client or intermediary proxies add further information to the X-Forwarded-For header, Before
delivering the request to the load balancer, add X-Forwarded-For headers.
This is an example of an X-Forwarded-For header:
X-Forwarded-For: 2607:f8b0:4005:801::200e, 2001:db8:abcd:1::1234, 2607:f8b0:4005:801::200e
The client's IPv6 address is 2001:db8:abcd:1::1234. The external HTTP(S) load balancer's IPv6 address
is 2607:f8b0:4005:801::200e.
4. Requirements for Transition
There is no need for global coordination during the changeover. Your websites and Internet service
provider (ISP) can both make their own transitions. Furthermore, during the shift, every attempt has
been made to reduce the amount of dependencies. The change, for example, does not necessitate
upgrading routers to IPv6 before upgrading hosts.
During the transformation process, different sites face distinct challenges. Early adopters of IPv6 are
also likely to have different issues than IPv6 users in production. The transition tools currently available
are defined in RFC 1933. The paucity of IPv4 address space, or the requirement to employ new features
in IPv6, or both, are the reasons for the change. For existing protocols, the IPv6 definition specifies 100
percent compatibility. During the change, current applications must also be compatible.
The following terminology have been specified to help you understand how the transition works.
• An IPv4-only node is a host or router that exclusively uses IPv4. IPv6 is not understood by an
IPv4-only node. Before the changeover, there is an installed base of IPv4 hosts and routers that
are IPv4-only nodes.
• IPv6/IPv4 node — A dual-stack node is a host or router that implements both IPv4 and IPv6.
• IPv6-only node — An IPv6-only host or router that does not support IPv4.
• IPv6 node — Any IPv6-enabled host or router. IPv6 nodes are both IPv6/IPv4 and IPv6-only
nodes.
• IPv4 node — Any host or router that supports IPv4, including IPv6/IPv4 and IPv4-only nodes.
• 6to4 router – Any border router having an IPv4 network connection configured with a 6to4
pseudo-interface. A 6to4 router is the terminus of a 6to4 tunnel through which packets are
forwarded to another IPv6 site.
• IPv6 host with a 6to4–derived address - Any IPv6 host having an interface set with a 6to4–
derived address.
• Site - A section of the Internet's private topology that does not transport transit traffic for
anybody and everyone. The site has the ability to cover a broad geographic area. A
multinational corporation's private network, for example, is one site.
Transitional Tools that are standardised
• When you upgrade your hosts and routers to IPv6, the hosts and routers preserve their IPv4
capabilities, according to RFC 1933. As a result, IPv6 is backwards compatible with all IPv4
protocols and applications. Dual-stack hosts and routers are what they're called.
• These hosts and routers communicate with each other using a name service, such as DNS, to
determine which nodes are IPv6 competent.
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•
•

IPv4 addresses can be included in IPv6 address forms.
You can tunnel IPv6 packets over IPv4 packets to get around routers that haven't yet been
upgraded to IPv6.
5. Dual-Stack Implementation
The phrase "dual-stack" usually refers to a full duplicate of the protocol stack from applications to the
network layer. The OSI and TCP/IP protocols, which run on the same system, are an example of total
duplication. In the context of the IPv6 transition, however, dual-stack refers to a protocol stack that
includes both IPv4 and IPv6. The rest of the stack is exactly the same. As a result, the same transport
protocols, such as TCP and UDP, can be used on both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. Additionally, the same
programmes can be executed on both IPv4 and IPv6 networks.
The following figure illustrates dual-stack protocols through the OSI layers.

Figure 1 Dual-Stack Protocols
Subsets of both hosts and routers are upgraded to support IPv6 in addition to IPv4 in the dual-stack
strategy. The dual-stack strategy ensures that upgraded nodes can always use IPv4 to communicate with
IPv4-only nodes.
Setting up Name Services
In order to select which IP version to use when sending, a dual node must first establish whether the
peer can support IPv6 or IPv4. A dual node can choose which IP version to use since it has control over
the information that goes into the name service. In the name service, you specify an IPv4 node's IP
address and an IPv6 node's IP address. As a result, a dual node's name service has both addresses.
The existence of an IPv6 address in the name service indicates that the node can be reached via IPv6.
The node, on the other hand, can only be reached by nodes that have obtained information from that
name service. Placing an IPv6 address in NIS, for example, indicates that the IPv6 host can be reached
through IPv6. The IPv6 host, on the other hand, can only be reached by IPv6 and dual nodes in that NIS
domain. The placement of an IPv6 address in global DNS necessitates the node's accessibility from the
Internet's IPv6 backbone. This condition is identical to that of IPv4. For instance, the mail delivery
function necessitates the existence of IPv4 addresses for nodes that may be contacted via IPv4. The
HTTP proxy operation is in a similar condition. When there is no IPv4 reachability due to firewalls, for
example, the name service must be partitioned into an inside firewall and an outside firewall database.
As a result, the IPv4 addresses are only accessible when the IPv4 addresses may be reached.
The type of address that can be received from the name service is unrelated to the protocol used to
access the name service. When a dual node communicates with IPv4-only nodes, this name service
support and dual-stacks enable the dual node to use IPv4. Additionally, when a dual node communicates
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with IPv6 nodes, this name service capability allows the dual node to use IPv6. The destination, on the
other hand, must be reachable through an IPv6 route.
Using IPv4-Compatible Address Formats
In many instances, you can represent a 32-bit IPv4 address as a 128-bit IPv6 address. The transition
mechanism defines the following two formats.
• IPv4–compatible address
000 ... 000
•

IPv4 Address

IPv4–mapped address
000 ... 000

0xffff

IPv4 Address

An IPv6 node is represented using the compatible format. You can use this format to configure an IPv6
node to utilise IPv6 even if it doesn't have a genuine IPv6 address. Because you may use automated
tunnelling to bridge IPv4–only routers with this address format, you can experiment with different IPv6
deployments. The IPv6 stateless address autoconfiguration technique, on the other hand, cannot be used
to configure these addresses. Existing IPv4 techniques, such as DHCPv4 or static configuration files,
are required for this mechanism to work.
An IPv4 node is represented using the mapped address format. The socket API is the only currently
defined application of this address format. Both IPv6 and IPv4 addresses can use the same address
format in an application. An IPv4 address can be represented as a 128-bit mapped address in the
common address format. IPv4–to–IPv6 protocol translators, on the other hand, allow these addresses to
be used.
Mechanism of Tunneling
All routers in the path between two IPv6 nodes do not need to implement IPv6 to minimise any
dependencies during the changeover. Tunneling is the name for this mechanism. IPv6 packets are
encapsulated within IPv4 packets, which are then routed through IPv4 routers. The tunnelling process
across IPv4 routers is depicted in the diagram below (R).
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Figure 2 Tunneling Mechanism
The following are the various applications of tunnelling in the transition:
• As seen in the preceding illustration, configured tunnels between two routers
• Tunnels that automatically terminate at the dual hosts
The Internet currently uses a configured tunnel for additional reasons, such as the MBONE, the IPv4
multicast backbone. In terms of operation, the tunnel consists of two routers that are configured to have
a virtual point-to-point link over an IPv4 network. For the foreseeable future, this type of tunnel will
most likely be used on some areas of the Internet.
Tunnels that operate automatically
IPv4–compatible addresses are required for automatic tunnels. When IPv6 routers are unavailable,
automatic tunnels can be utilised to connect IPv6 nodes. By setting an automatic tunnelling network
interface, these tunnels can begin on either a dual host or a dual router. Tunnels always come to a halt
on the dual host. The endpoint of the tunnel, the destination IPv4 address, is dynamically determined
by extracting the address from the IPv4–compatible destination address.
Interaction with Programs
The utilisation of IPv6 is dependent on the applications, even on a node that has been upgraded to IPv6.
A networking API that queries the name service for IPv6 addresses may not be used by an application.
The application may make use of an API, such as sockets, that necessitates changes in the code.
Additionally, the API provider, such as a java.net class implementation, may not support IPv6
addresses. In either case, the node sends and receives IPv4 packets in the same way that an IPv4 node
would.
Within the Internet community, the following terms have become commonplace:
• IPv6 incompatibility—This programme is unable to handle IPv6 addresses. Nodes without an
IPv4 address are unable to communicate with this application.
• IPv6–aware—This programme can communicate with nodes that don't have an IPv4 address,
allowing it to handle larger IPv6 addresses. The address may be transparent to the programme
in some circumstances, such as when the API hides the information and format of the real
address.
• IPv6–enabled—In addition to being IPv6–aware, this programme can leverage IPv6–specific
features such flow labels. The programmes that are enabled can still use IPv4 albeit in a
degraded manner.
• IPv6–necessary—This application necessitates the use of an IPv6–specific functionality. This
application is not compatible with IPv4.
6. Interoperability between IPv4 and IPv6
Existing IPv4 apps must continue to interact with newer IPv6–enabled applications during the gradual
transition from IPv4 to IPv6. Initially, companies supply dual-stack systems for the host and router. A
dual-stack is a protocol stack that supports both IPv4 and IPv6. IPv4 programmes continue to execute
on a dual– stack with at least one IPv6 interface that is likewise IPv6 enabled. These applications do
not require any modifications or porting.
On a dual-stack, IPv6 applications can also use the IPv4 protocol. IPv6 apps use an IPv6 address that is
mapped to an IPv4 address. IPv6's design eliminates the requirement for separate IPv4 and IPv6
applications. You don't need an IPv4 client on a dual host to "speak" to a server on an IPv4-only host,
for example. You also don't need an IPv6 client to communicate with an IPv6 server. All you have to
do now is port their IPv4 client software to the new IPv6 API. Only IPv4–only servers can connect with
the client. The client can also communicate with IPv6 servers running on dual or IPv6–only hosts.
The client's address from the name server decides whether IPv6 or IPv4 is utilised. For example, if a
server's name server has an IPv6 address, the server is running IPv6.
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The compatibility of IPv4 and IPv6 clients and servers is summarised in the table below. The table
assumes the dual-stack host has an IPv4 and IPv6 address in each name service database.
Table 1 Client-Server Applications: IPv4 and IPv6 Interoperability
Type
of
Application (Type
of Node)

IPv6-Unaware
Server (IPv4Only Node)

IPv6-Unaware
Server
(IPv6Enabled Node)

IPv6-Aware
Server (IPv6Only Node)

IPv6-Aware
Server (IPv6Enabled Node)

IPv6-unaware
client (IPv4-only
node)

IPv4

IPv4

X

IPv4

IPv6-unaware
client
(IPv6enabled node)

IPv4

IPv4

X

IPv4

IPv6-aware client
(IPv6-only node)

X

X

IPv6

IPv6

IPv6-aware client
(IPv6-enabled
node)

IPv4

(IPv4)

IPv6

IPv6

X means that the server cannot communicate with the client.
IPv4 indicates that compatibility is contingent on the client's choice of address. The client will fail if it
selects an IPv6 address. An IPv4 datagram is delivered successfully when an IPv4 address is returned
to the client as an IPv4–mapped IPv6 address.
Most IPv6 solutions in the early stages of deployment are dual-stack nodes. Most vendors do not release
IPv6–only implementations at first.
7. Scenarios for Site Transition
During the changeover period, different processes are required for each site and ISP. Examples of site
transition situations are provided in this section.
The update of name services to accommodate IPv6 addresses is the first stage in transitioning a site to
IPv6. Upgrade your DNS server to one that supports the new AAAA (quad-A) protocol, such as BIND
4.9.4 and later. For storing IPv6 addresses, two new NIS maps and a new NIS+ table have been added.
Any Solaris system may generate and administer the new NIS maps and NIS+ table.
You can begin switching hosts after the name service is able to distribute IPv6 addresses. You can
change hosts in a variety of ways:
• One host at a time should be upgraded. Automatic tunnelling and IPv4–compatible addresses
are recommended. There are no routers that need to be upgraded. For the first experimental
transition, use this procedure. This solution only provides a portion of the IPv6 benefits. This
approach does not support IP multicast or stateless address autoconfiguration. This scenario
can be used to test if programmes work over IPv6. The application's ability to leverage IPv6
IP-layer security is also verified in this situation.
• One subnet at a time should be upgraded. Use tunnels between the routers that have been
configured. At least one router per subnet gets upgraded to dual in this case. The site's dual
routers are connected via tunnels that have been configured. The hosts on such subnets can then
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take advantage of all IPv6 functionalities. You can remove the configured tunnels when more
routers are upgraded in this stepwise method.
• Prior to upgrading any host, upgrade all routers to dual. Despite the fact that this strategy
appears to be well-organized, it does not provide any IPv6 benefits until all routers have been
upgraded. The incremental deployment technique is constrained in this case.
As a Transition Mechanism, 6to4
6to4 is a popular interim solution for transitioning from IPv4 to IPv6 addressing in the Solaris operating
system. 6to4 allows isolated IPv6 sites to interact over an IPv4 network that does not support IPv6 via
an automated tunnel. You must configure a border router on your IPv6 network as one endpoint of the
6to4 automatic tunnel to use 6to4 tunnels. After then, the 6to4 router can join a tunnel to another 6to4
site or, if necessary, a native IPv6, non-6to4 site.
This area contains reference materials for the 6to4 disciplines listed below:
• The 6to4 tunnel's topology
• 6to4 addressing, including the advertisement format
• Packet flow via a 6to4 tunnel
• Tunnel topology between a 6to4 router and a 6to4 relay router
• Things to think about before configuring 6to4 relay router support
Participants in a 6to4 Tunnel
The following figure shows a 6to4 tunnel between two 6to4 sites.

Figure 3 Tunnel Between Two 6to4 Sites
Site A and Site B, two isolated 6to4 networks, are depicted in the diagram. Each site has a router
connected to an IPv4 network from the outside. A 6to4 tunnel via the IPv4 network joins the 6to4 sites
in the diagram.
You must configure at least one router interface for 6to4 support before an IPv6 site can become a 6to4
site. This interface is responsible for connecting to the IPv4 network from the outside. On qfe0, the
address you configure must be globally unique. The interface qfe0 on border Router A connects Site A
to the IPv4 network in the previous diagram. Before you may configure qfe0 as a 6to4 pseudo-interface,
it must already be configured with an IPv4 address.
6to4 Site A is divided into two subnets, each of which is connected to Router A's hme0 and hme1
interfaces. Upon receiving the advertising from Router A, all IPv6 hosts on either subnet of Site A
automatically reconfigure with 6to4–derived addresses.
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Site B is the tunnel's opposite terminal from Site A. A border router on Site B must be setup for 6to4
compatibility in order to accept traffic from Site A correctly. Otherwise, packets received from Site A
are ignored and dropped by the router.
Addressing with a 6:4 Ratio
In /etc/inet/ndpd.conf, just like with native IPv6 routers, you must advertise the subnet prefixes
produced from the site 6to4 prefix. The pieces of a prefix for a 6to4 site are shown in the following
diagram, as defined in 6to4 Prefix Format and 6to4 Advertisement Example.

Figure 4 Parts of a Site Prefix
The next figure shows the parts of a subnet prefix for a 6to4 site, such as you would include in
the ndpd.conf file.

Figure 5 Parts of a Subnet Prefix
6to4 Prefix Format
The format line in the previous figure contains the following parts.
Part

Length

Definition

Prefix

16 bits

6to4 prefix 2002 (0x2002).

IPv4
address

32 bits

Unique IPv4 address that is already configured on the 6to4 interface. For
the advertisement, you specify the hexadecimal representation of the IPv4
address, rather than the IPv4 dotted–decimal representation.

Subnet
ID

16 bits

Subnet ID, which must be a value that is unique for the link at your 6to4
site.

6to4 Advertisement Example
The example in the previous figure has the following values.
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Advertisement Part

Corresponding Value

6to4 prefix

2002

IPv4 address

8192:56bb, which corresponds to IPv4 address 129.146.87.188

Subnet ID

1

/64

Length of prefix

6to4-Derived Addressing on a Host
When an IPv6 host receives the 6to4–derived prefix by way of a router advertisement, the host
automatically reconfigures a 6to4–derived address on an interface. The address has the following form.
prefix:IPv4 address:subnet ID:host ID/64
The results of ifconfig –a on a host with a 6to4 interface might resemble the following:
qfe1:3: flags=2180841<UP,RUNNING,MULTICAST,ADDRCONF,ROUTER,IPv6>
mtu 1500 index 7
inet6 2002:8192:56bb:9258:a00:20ff:fea9:4521/64
The 6to4–derived address follows inet6 in the output from ifconfig.
Address
Part

Corresponding Value

Prefix

2002, which is the 6to4 prefix

IPv4 value

8192:56bb, which is the IPv4 address, in hexadecimal notation, for the 6to4 pseudointerface that is configured on the 6to4 router

subnet ID

9258, which is the address of the subnet of which this host is a member

MAC
address

a00:20ff:fea9:4521, which is the link layer address of the host interface that is now
configured for 6to4

Packet Flow Through the 6to4 Tunnel
This section explains how packets get from a host at one 6to4 site to a host at another 6to4 site. The
structure depicted in Figure 4–3 is used as an example in the next scenario. The scenario also assumes
that the 6to4 routers and 6to4 hosts are already set up.
1. A host on 6to4 Site A's Subnet 1 transmits a message to a host on 6to4 Site B's Subnet 2. A
source 6to4–derived address and a destination 6to4–derived address are included in each packet
header in the flow.
2. Outgoing packets are received by 6to4 Router A, which forms a tunnel to 6to4 Site B over an
IPv4 network.
3. Each 6to4 packet is encapsulated in an IPv4 header by Site A's router. The packet is then
forwarded via the IPv4 network using regular IPv4 routing protocols.
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4. Any IPv4 routers that the packets meet forward the packets using the destination IPv4 address.
The interface on Router B, which also functions as the 6to4 pseudo-interface, has a globally
unique IPv4 address.
5. When packets from Site A arrive at Router B, the IPv6 packets are decapsulated from the IPv4
header.
6. Router B subsequently forwards the packets to the receiver host at Site B using the IPv6 packet's
destination address.
Tunnels to a 6to4 Relay: Considerations Router
Endpoints for tunnels from 6to4 routers that need to communicate with native IPv6, non-6to4 networks
are 6to4 relay routers. Relay routers act as a link between the 6to4 site and the native IPv6 site. Because
this technique is extremely insecure, the Solaris operating system disables 6to4 relay router capability
by default. If your location requires a tunnel, however, you can use the 6to4relay command to enable
the tunnelling scenario below.

Figure 6 Tunnel From a 6to4 Site to a 6to4 Relay Router
6to4 Site A must communicate with a node at native IPv6 Site B, as shown in Figure 4–6. The diagram
depicts the traffic flow from Site A to a 6to4 tunnel on an IPv4 network. The tunnel's endpoints are 6to4
Router A and a 6to4 relay router. The IPv6 network, to which IPv6 Site B is connected, is beyond the
6to4 relay router.
8. Results and Analysis
There's a difference between a 6to4 site and a native IPv6 site.
The packet flow from a 6to4 site to a native IPv6 site is described in this section. The scenario depicted
in Figure 4–6 is used as an example in the article.
1. A host on 6to4 Site A sends a message to a host on native IPv6 Site B as the destination. The
source address of each packet header in the flow is a 6to4–derived address. A regular IPv6
address is used as the destination address.
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2. 6to4 Router A receives the outgoing packets and forms a tunnel to a 6to4 relay router over an
IPv4 network.
The IP 192.88.99 is used by 6to4 relay routers in the 6to4 relay router anycast group.
1. The default address for 6to4 relay routers is this anycast address. You can override the default
and give the IPv4 address of a specific 6to4 relay router if necessary.
2. The 6to4 router at Site A encapsulates each packet in an IPv4 header with the 6to4 relay router's
IPv4 address as its destination. The packet is forwarded over the IPv4 network by the 6to4
router using regular IPv4 routing protocols. The packets are forwarded to the 6to4 relay router
by any IPv4 routers they meet.
3. The packets destined for the 192.88.99.1 anycast group are retrieved by the physically closest
anycast 6to4 relay router to Site A.
4. The 6to4 packets' IPv4 header is decapsulated by the relay router, disclosing the native IPv6
destination address.
5. The relay router subsequently transfers the newly IPv6–only packets over the IPv6 network,
where a router at Site B eventually retrieves them. The packets are subsequently forwarded to
the destination IPv6 node by the router.
6to4 Relay Router Support Security Issues
A tunnel between a 6to4 router and a 6to4 relay router is insecure by definition. In such a tunnel, security
issues such as the following are inevitable.
• Despite the fact that 6to4 relay routers encapsulate and decapsulate packets, they do not inspect
the data contained within the packets.
• On tunnels to a 6to4 relay router, address spoofing is a serious problem. The 6to4 router is
unable to match the IPv4 address of the relay router with the IPv6 address of the source for
incoming traffic. As a result, spoofing the IPv6 host's address is simple. The 6to4 relay router's
address can also be faked.
• There is no trust mechanism between 6to4 routers and 6to4 relay routers by default. As a result,
a 6to4 router is unable to determine whether or not the 6to4 relay router can be trusted, or even
if it is a genuine 6to4 relay router. If there isn't a trust relationship between the 6to4 site and the
IPv6 destination, both sites are vulnerable to attacks.
The Internet Draft Security Considerations for 6to4 Relay Routers explains these and other security
issues with 6to4 relay routers. Support for 6to4 relay routers should generally be enabled only for the
following reasons:
• Your 6to4 website is designed to communicate with a secure IPv6 network. On a campus
network with isolated 6to4 sites and native IPv6 sites, for example, you might enable 6to4 relay
router functionality.
• There is a strong business purpose for your 6to4 site to communicate with native IPv6 hosts.
• You've put in place the security tests and trust models recommended in the Internet Draft,
Security Considerations for 6to4.
6to4 Router Issues That Have Been Recognized
6to4 configuration is affected by the following known bugs:
• 4709338 – RIPng implementation that understands static routes is required.
• 4152864 – Using the same tsrc/tdst pair for two tunnels works
Static Routes are being implemented at the 6to4 site (BugID 4709338)
On 6to4 sites with routers that are internal to the 6to4 border router, the following problem occurs. The
static route 2002::/16 is automatically added to the routing table on the 6to4 router when you configure
the 6to4 pseudo-interface. The Solaris RIPng routing system has a restriction that prohibits this static
route from being published to the 6to4 site, as described in Bug 4709338.
For Bug 4709338, you can use one of the following workarounds.
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• Add the 2002::/16 static route to all intra-site routers within the 6to4 site's routing tables.
• On the internal router of the 6to4 site, use a routing protocol other than RIPng.
Tunnels with the Same Source Address Configuration (BugID 4152864)
When two tunnels are configured with the same tunnel source address, which is a severe issue for 6to4
tunnels, Bug ID 4152864 describes the problems that ensue.
Other Methods of Transition
If the dual nodes have an IPv4 address, the previously defined techniques handle interoperability
between dual nodes and IPv4 nodes. Interoperability between IPv6-only nodes and IPv4-only nodes is
not handled by the mechanisms. Interoperability between dual nodes with no IPv4 address and IPv4only nodes is also not handled by the procedures. The vast majority of implementations can be made
dual. A dual solution, on the other hand, necessitates adequate IPv4 address space to assign one address
to each node that needs to communicate with IPv4-only nodes.
There are several options for achieving this interoperability without requiring any new transition
mechanisms.
• Use application layer gateways (ALG) at the point where IPv6-only nodes and the rest of the
Internet meet. HTTP proxies and mail relays are two examples of ALGs in use today.
• Network address translators (NAT) units for IPv4 are already on the market. The NAT boxes
translate between private IP addresses on the inside, such as network 10—see RFC 1918—and
public IP addresses on the outside. These businesses will very certainly upgrade their NAT
devices to provide IPv6–to–IPv4 address translation.
9. Conclusion & Future scope
Both ALG and NAT methods, unfortunately, provide single points of failure. The Internet becomes less
effective as a result of these measures. The Internet Engineering Task Force is working on a better
solution for interoperability between IPv6-only nodes and IPv4-only nodes. One suggestion is to
employ header translators in conjunction with a method of dynamically allocating IPv4–compatible
addresses. Another suggestion is to assign IPv4–compatible addresses on demand and utilise IPv4 in
IPv6 tunnelling to connect IPv6-only routers.
If the IPv6 addresses in use may be represented as IPv4 addresses, the stateless header translator
converts between IPv4 and IPv6 header formats. IPv4 compatibility is required for the addresses.
Alternatively, the addresses must be IPv4-mapped. The IPv6 protocol already has support for these
translators. Except for encrypted packets, the translation can take place without any data loss. Source
routing, for example, is a rarely used feature that can result in data loss.
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